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INTRODUCTION
The Peer Learning Event, roughly half-way through the project’s implementation, has been dedicated to face-to-face presentations and
discussions of benchmarking results, lessons learnt and preliminary conclusions for local and national migrant entrepreneurship support
measures. The activity included studying of host city good practices, site visits, dialogue with key actors, documentation and
dissemination of lessons learnt for transfer and design of best practices. As international multi-stakeholder event, it created a uniquely
open and creative environment to discuss the transfer and design of best practices among the participating cities. The Peer Learning
Event took place on 4-6 December 2019 in Munich, a leading city in the development and implementation of migrant entrepreneurship
support schemes and coincided with the Phoenix Award ceremony, the city's flagship event for promoting migrant entrepreneurship
with nation-wide resonance. The peer learning sections brought together approximately 30 participants, namely project partners and
stakeholders committed to supporting migrant entrepreneurs.

METHODOLOGY: BENCHMARKING, MUTUAL LEARNING &
ACTION PLANNING
MEGA’s action at the local level is structured upon three progressive stages of development: (1) benchmarking, (2) mutual learning and
(3) action planning. Partner cities/regions identify their needs and gaps, learn from each other and develop actions addressing the
identified needs. The final objective of this long-term process is to produce positive change in partners’ cities/regions by
testing/initiating/implementing at least 2 new actions/measures/good practices fostering migrant entrepreneurship. The Munich event
is a milestone of the mutual learning phase and of the whole 3-step process. More specifically, it equipped the partner cities/regions
with the necessary knowledge and methodological tools to initiate the action planning phase. In order to fully exploit the potential of
the 2-day activity, partners shared with the consortium, prior to the event, their initial ideas of local/regional actions so as to tailor
partners’ expert support and ensure that advice is provided on those areas of interest to learning cities/regions for further developing
their action plans in Munich. The methodological approach developed at the end of the benchmarking phase constitutes the overall
framework of the programme of the Peer Learning Event.

1. Benchmarking leading to 4 thematic areas for mutual learning

The benchmarking phase assessed achievements, needs & gaps in partner cities/regions, with specific focus on 4 key actors
(municipalities, chambers of commerce, business organisations and immigrant organisations) across dimensions such as mapping and
needs assessment, leadership and inter-departmental work, support services, cooperation with external stakeholders, membership and
representation, recognition and evaluation, inclusive procurement. On the basis of the findings of the benchmark and MEGA
cities/regions’ needs, the consortium agreed on developing a mutual learning process structured according to the 4 thematic areas
below.
(1) City leadership, how to build a political agenda on migrant entrepreneurship, allocate necessary resources, develop support
structures, communicate potentials, etc;
(2) Outreach and empowerment of migrant communities, how to raise awareness for entrepreneurship support services, provide
interculturally sensitive support, reach out to various communities, etc.;
(3) Furthering a proactive role of Chambers of Commerce, how to ensure a more inclusive approach towards (potential) migrant
entrepreneurs, develop or initiate services, become a driving force for the agenda, etc.;
(4) Socially responsible procurement, how to use public and private procurement for migrant businesses to become suppliers, introduce
diversity clauses, raise awareness for such opportunities, etc.
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2. Mutual learning phase

The mutual learning phase has been structured as a 3-stage process and run from end-September 2018 to the Peer Learning event in
Munich on 4-6 December 2018.
a. Setting up thematic Working Groups
The 4 thematic areas proposed above reflect the strengths of certain partners and the development needs of others. To provide the
partners with the opportunity to join all areas of interest, the consortium agreed that the best way to work on these themes is to
establish Working Groups. Two “leading cities/regions” have been assigned to each Working Group to share their expertise within the
specific thematic area. This allowed each city/region to lead at least one Working Group, encouraged the cooperation among group
leaders and brought more than one perspective of the expertise into the group. Participation in the group has been left open to all
cities/regions, but ‘mandatory’ for those cities/regions who clearly identified the topic as a ‘need’, while being optional for the others.
The thematic Working Groups have been composed as follows:
(1) City leadership. Leading cities/regions: Munich and Milan (supportive role) – Learning cities/regions: Paris, Hamburg, Basque county
(2) Outreach and empowerment of migrant communities. Leading cities/regions: Munich and Paris – Learning cities/regions: Milan and
Paris (interested in learning more from the Munich experience)
(3) Furthering a proactive role of Chambers of Commerce. Leading cities/regions: Hamburg and Milan – Learning cities/regions: Munich
and Paris (interested in learning more from the Basque county experience)
(4) Socially responsible procurement. Leading cities/regions: Basque county and Paris – Learning cities/regions: Munich
b. Webinars
Each Working Group convened one webinar before the Munich event. During the Webinars, the leading cities/regions showcased good
practices on the topic and interacted with the learning cities/regions. A member of the MPG team attended the webinars and recorded
them so as to further tranfer the learning to other MEGA cities/regions.
Webinars have been held in the week 5-10 November 2018. This phase of the mutual learning process led to the first term of the action
planning phase (see below – Action planning / a. After the webinars).
c. Munich event (Session I)
At the Munich event, Working Group leading cities/regions invited their experts to provide additional knowledge on the
actions/measures/good practices learning cities intended to implement. The focus of this session has been on questions and answers:
learning cities/regions have been encouraged to ask questions regarding how the actions/measures/good practices might be adopted
by their own cities/regions, taking into account their cultural, political and socio-economic context. All learning cities/regions came
prepared with questions for the leading cities/regions’ experts on the topic of their action plan. This phase of the mutual learning process
led to the second term of the action planning phase (see below – Action planning / b. Munich event – Session II). Session I has been
structured in consecutive parts dedicated to each of the 4 thematic areas so that partners could attend all of them.

3. Action planning
The action planning phase has been initiated right after the webinars and has been structured as a 4- stage process, running from the
beginning of November 2018 to March 2020. Partner cities have freely developed their Action Plans with as many actions they deemed
feasible to be implemented until 2020. As a minimum requirement, Action Plans comprised 2 actions, of which at least one resulting
from the MEGA mutual learning process.
a. After the Webinars
Already after the webinars, each participating city/region developed a draft action plan aimed at testing/initiating/implementing at least
2 new actions/measures/good practices promoting migrant entrepreneurship. At least one action/measure/good practice focused on
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the topic of the Working Group in which the city/region participates as learning partner, so as to address one of its development needs
emerged in the benchmarking. Cities/regions have been invited to base as many actions as possible on the mutual learning process, to
receive the constant support of the Working Group leading cities/regions (both in terms of learning and continuous support in the
implementation phase – see point d below). Other actions/measures/good practices in thematic areas outside the topic of the Working
Groups have also been launched, on the basis of raising opportunities. This flexible approach offered the opportunity to also
test/initiate/implement actions not necessarily covered in the mutual learning process, but which respond to emerging opportunities or
specific interest. The initial Action Plan outlined objectives (what), actions/tasks (how), roles (who) and timeline (when). This phase run
from the beginning of November 2018 to the Munich event. Initiating the action planning phase before the Munich event helped better
tailor the support of leading cities/regions’ experts to the partners’ draft actions in Munich and fully exploited the short time available.
b. Munich event (Session II)
During the Munich event, MEGA cities/regions further developed and detailed their initial action plan in the second session. They did so
by using the knowledge acquired during the first session (mutual learning) and by receiving additional support/feedback from the experts
brought to the event by the leading cities/regions.
c. Finalisation of the action plan with local stakeholders
MEGA cities/regions met the relevant stakeholders at local/regional level to discuss the action plan and potentially further elaborate it,
if needed. The objective of this phase was to meaningfully involve the local stakeholders in the implementation of the
actions/measures/good practices. Concrete short-term objectives (what), actions/tasks (how), roles (who) and timelines (when) have
been defined and adopted. This phase run from the Munich event to March 2019.
d. Implementation and continuous exchange
The topical Working Groups have been maintained also after the Munich meeting, for leading cities to further support learning partners.
Coordination calls, facilitated by MPG, are planned to be organised every 3-4 months between leading and learning cities/regions. The
objective of these regular calls is for learning cities/regions to report on the progress of the implementation of their
action(s)/measure(s)/good practice(s) and receive the continuous feedback and support of leading cities/regions. This constant support
will be ensured on all actions/measures/good practices that fall into the topic(s) of the Working Group(s) the cities/regions participate
in. The implementation process will run from April 2019 to March 2020.

MUNICH EVENT
1. Phoenix Award
Munich is one of the most dynamic economic locations in Europe. Part of this success are the 30,000 businesses run by migrant citizens.
They give employment to around 100,000 people from 140 different ethnic and national groups. In the last 9 years, this contribution
has been recognized with the Phoenix Prize, the city's flagship event for promoting migrant entrepreneurship, organised by the
Department of Labour and Economic Development together with the Migrant Advisory Council.
The bravery to a corporate commitment together with a readiness to take risks and also the will to always try something new are the
characteristics the award’s name seeks to conjure up, whose name by the way was taken from the mythical bird. The prize honours
extraordinary achievements in business, as well as social and community spirit. Business volume and sales are taken into account in the
prize’s evaluation system. Many small businesses have developed into mid-sized firms in just a few years, and this trend is increasing. A
further important criterion for participation in the prize is the creation and maintenance of trainee positions and jobs. The training and
employment of young adults with low educational qualifications, who may otherwise find it hard in the job market, is highly marked.
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Also important is the integrative company management, which promotes diversity in the workplace. The willingness of Munich’s migrant
business community to invest its effort, knowledge and money in the city, shows that for these businesspeople, the centre of their life
is in Germany. Self-employed workers with immigrant backgrounds are present in many commercial fields and sectors, primarily in small
and mid-sized companies. They enrich Munich’s economy and, with their cultural heritage and language skills, they are an important
factor for integration in Munich.
Five entrepreneurs with a migration background have received the Phoenix Award 2018. The ceremony took place in the old town hall
of the city and awarded Prisco (textile merchant), iQmine GmbH (embedded solutions for the automotive industry), BuaSiam Thai
Massage & Spa (massage treatment), efa Service GmbH (cleaning services) and USTR GmbH (contractor - intelligent construction sites).
The award recognised outstanding economic achievements and the social engagement of migrants. Migrant entrepreneurs’ response
to the invitation to apply for the Phoenix Prize continued to be high in 2018. As many as 39 applications from 27 different ethnic groups
were submitted for this 9th year edition. The consistent high-quality of applications submitted by various industries reflect the diversity
of the Munich business location. The winners were selected by an expert jury on the basis of defined evaluation criteria. Above all,
positive corporate development, establishment and securing of jobs and training places as well as diversity within the company were
key dimensions.
Delegations from each country participating in the MEGA project were present at the ceremony, getting the opportunity to study how
Munich is acknowledging successful migrant entrepreneurs. After the event, a networking session was organised to mingle and discuss
with important actors in the area of migrant entrepreneurship.

@ Fotocredit: Michael Nagy/Presseamt München; Pawel Lichtanski
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2. Peer learning and action planning
a. Opening
Mr Kurt Kapp, Commissioner Head of the Department of Labour and Economic Development & Munich City Director, welcomed MEGA
cities’ representatives on behalf of the City of Munich. He emphasised that migration and entrepreneurship are two key policy areas for
the city and bringing them together generates added value. Munich is a profoundly international city and has inhabitants from 180
countries all over the world. Promoting the “living and working together” principle is therefore a key priority in the agenda of the council.
Likewise, it is strengthening entrepreneurship. Supporting migrant entrepreneurship is particularly important because of migrants’
higher trends to open new companies and bring new ideas. Self-employment is a fundamental factor to promote integration and MEGA
is perceived as a strong contribution to improve policies and programmes in the city. Mr Kapp expressed his strong satisfaction for the
success of the Phoenix Award and for seeing other European cities visiting the practice and reflecting on its transferability potentials.
b. Ask the expert
In the timeframe between the thematic working groups’ webinars and the Munich event, partner cities had the opportunity to share
their initial ideas of concrete actions to be designed at the local level to address the identified needs. The Peer learning event in Munich
brought this process further: it supported partner cities to detail their action plans and develop a ready-to-start implementation process.
The first session of the meeting was structured in the “Ask the expert” format. Learning cities had the opportunity to introduce the
overall goal of their planned actions, their expectations and the main motivations and reasoning behind the proposed initiatives. Then,
experts within the 4 thematic areas (City leadership; Outreach and empowerment of migrant communities; Furthering a proactive role
of Chambers of Commerce; Socially responsible procurement) addressed learning cities’ questions and brought in their experience on
the topic. The methodology helped tailor the support of leading cities/regions’ experts to the partners’ draft actions and fully exploited
the short time available.
(1) City leadership
Partner city
Basque county/Spain
Garapen

Proposed action
Capacity building. The action aims at equipping the technical staff of the public entities involved in
the MEGA network in Spain with tools and knowledge to offer quality services and guidance to
migrant entrepreneurs. An online training module will be designed for public entities implementing
mainstream entrepreneurship programmes. The action is expected to raise public entities’ awareness
on the specific needs of migrant entrepreneurs. The training will focus on key needs such as on how
to collect data on migrant entrepreneurs, how to tailor service models as well as legal requirements
and public procurement. Intercultural competences of municipal staff are expected to be
strengthened so as to better support migrants with legal permission processes and with developing
their business plans.

Partner city
Basque county/Spain
Garapen

Proposed action
Data collection. The action aims at promoting data collection on migrant entrepreneurs, as currently
there is no segmented information on the number of migrant entrepreneurs that use
entrepreneurship support services or start a business. Creating this evidence-base is the first step to
raise awareness on gaps and needs and promote adequate policies. The initiative is strictly linked to
the overall raising awareness strategy and brings the evidence on the positive contributions of
migrants to the economy and the society.

Guiding questions for exchange: how to put data collection in the agenda? How to sensitise public entities? The City of Getxo is a leading
entity in the Basque county and in Spain but for many municipalities migrant entrepreneurship is completely out of the political agenda.
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Partner city
Hamburg
UoG

Proposed action
Promoting city’s leadership on migrant entrepreneurship. The action aims to raise the level of priority
that the economic and business development strategy of the city gives to migrant entrepreneurship.
More particularly, it challenges the Economic Department to set the agenda, create new partnerships,
make continuous funding available, provide leadership on migrant entrepreneurship support and
better coordinate the work with the Social Affairs Department.

Partner city
Hamburg
UoG

Proposed action
Data collection. The action aims to provide the evidence-base for and raise awareness on tailor-made
support services for migrant entrepreneurs. For this purpose, UoG plans to exploit the working group
‘Supporting the Migrant Economy’, currently coordinated by the Hamburg Chamber of Commerce in
cooperation with UoG and ASM, and regularly attended by the municipality.

Guiding questions for exchange: The economic department of the Municipality of Hamburg is not a driving force on migrant
entrepreneurship and does not see itself as the one being responsible in this area. It claims that the social department oversees this
policy area, with the conclusion that no one is really responsible. Hamburg has no policy agenda on migrant entrepreneurship, services
offered to migrants are the same as the ones for nationals. No special data are gathered, no special commitment from the city and no
specific funding. How can Munich be a role model for Hamburg? How can active organisations such as UoG put migrant entrepreneurship
on city’s agenda?
Partner city
Paris
GRDR

Proposed action
Awareness raising. The action aims at raising awareness among decision-makers and municipality
officers (first target group), but also business associations and society more broadly about the
potential and added value of migrant entrepreneurship. The aim is to bring the voice of migrants to
policy makers, develop a better communication between the two actors, explain their experiences,
difficulties, challenges, etc. The action will include a regional level event bringing together relevant
decision-makers and key migrant entrepreneurship stakeholders and a video portrait of migrant
entrepreneurs to be widely disseminated in the region and across France.

Guiding questions for exchange: How did Munich raise awareness on the issue among its decision-makers? How to build a successful
raising-awareness initiative?
Reactions to the proposed actions and discussion – Plenary exchange with partners and experts
Collecting segmented data in a structured manner is key to maintain the migrant entrepreneurship agenda alive in the city of Munich.
Stating that every second established enterprise is founded by a migrant is a strong political message. This is a first step, then data need
to be presented in a positive economic perspective to all key stakeholders, decision-makers in primis, through regular workshops, infosessions and other raising awareness events. Munich’s agenda is also supported by the fact that the number of migrant entrepreneurs
in the city is relatively high, thus generating more attention at policy level.
The Chamber of Commerce of Hamburg strongly supported the argument. As a leading actor in the city, it also collects structured data
such as country of origin of migrant entrepreneurs as well as their geo-localisation within the city. Also in Milan, the Chamber of
Commerce collects such data, still in terms of country of origins and presence in the territory, and uses them for tailoring its
communication.
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The data help provide a better picture of the entrepreneurship potential in the city. The City of Munich launched the first survey on the
topic in 2006 and since then it collected more detailed data through 3 big surveys, developed in cooperation with the federal
employment agency. Surveys are powerful tools to understand the real needs of migrant entrepreneurs.
City council members with migrant background in Munich also played an important role in putting migrant entrepreneurship in the
political agenda and contributed to move the discussion from a social perspective towards a more entrepreneurship support viewpoint.
In Munich, politics, administration and migrant organisations worked together towards a common vision. Nevertheless, without the
political commitment, the city would have hardly found itself at such an advanced level. Munich started the discussion after a data
collection action. Then, the commitment to bring forward its key recommendations was obtained from certain members of the city
council. Local associations also built a coalition around it. This is the way the whole process started and very committed people within
the administration were driving it.
Building political commitment is therefore key. MEGA partners from Paris acknowledged that a similar report was published in 2016
with quite a relevant set of data but after its publication no political commitment was built around it. There is not a real internal
policy/strategy on migrant entrepreneurship in the city and competences in this area are fragmented and not coordinated. The challenge
in France is also related to the fact that the competence on migrant entrepreneurship lays more at regional level. The Île-de-France
Region has adopted certain initiatives but there is no real coordination in this policy area with the City.
Munich has an institutional advantage because the city department in charge of migrant entrepreneurship has a very comprehensive
approach to economic and labour market development and combines these two perspectives, thus having a very clear view on the needs
of the target group. Because of this organisational structure, the city found itself better equipped to push the agenda further. It is worth
recalling though that such department was established following a common request of unions and businesses. The Milan delegation
expressed particular interest in the establishment of the department and proposed to initiate a similar process reuniting chambers,
trade unions and associations to showcase the Munich practice to the Milan municipality.
(2) Outreach and empowerment of migrant communities & (3) Furthering a proactive role of Chambers of Commerce
[the two sections have been combined based on the development of the exchange]
Partner city
Munich

Proposed action
Engaging the Chambers. The action aims at strengthening the cooperation between the city and the
chambers1 and further a proactive role of the latter. The ultimate objective is to enhance and further
develop the chambers’ involvement in Munich’s efforts to foster migrants’ entrepreneurship. The City
administration, and in particular the Department of Labour and Economic Development, intends to
exploit its outreach to migrant communities and support the chambers to better communicate and
present their services to this target population so that they can be a driving force in the city.

The Peer learning event was an opportunity to invite the Chamber of Commerce of Munich to the debate so that it could learn from
international practices and have a common reflection on the role of Chambers in the migrant entrepreneurship support field.
Partner city
Paris
GRDR

1

Proposed action
Building migrants’ capacities. The action aims at providing migrants with training opportunities as
part of the Regional school of projects. The training programme is designed to support migrant
(potential) entrepreneurs to develop business models and innovate in the collaborative economy.

Chamber of Industry and Commerce – IHK and Chamber of Crafts – HWK
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Guiding questions for exchange: How to innovate the pedagogical tools? How to open the European market for migrant entrepreneurs?
Which funds could migrant entrepreneurs look into to support their businesses?
Partner city
Milan
Formaper

Proposed action
Network development. The action aims at operationalising the Milan network developed at the
National Fair under the MEGA initiative. A set of activities are planned to leverage on the interoperability and reciprocity of services among the attracted organisations. The process, initiated in the
Milan area as a response to the identified needs, has the ambition to be promoted at national level
and contribute to the Italian coalition building initiative.

Partner city
Milan
Formaper

Proposed action
Enlarge and empower the base of migrant organisations. The action responds to the need of involving
a more consistent number of migrant organisations/communities and promote a more businessoriented approach in their service provision. The initiative aims at reinforcing associations’ capacities
and service delivery through the structured interaction and exchange generated within the network.
This is expected to also increase associations’ outreach and visibility within migrant communities.

Guiding questions for exchange: How is the network maintained alive in terms of reciprocity of services? (interaction among all members
rather the versus one member only).
Reactions to the proposed actions and discussion – Plenary exchange with partners and experts
The Chamber of Commerce of Munich expressed its interest in strengthening its outreach to migrant communities in the city and
reinforcing the cooperation with the Department of Labour and Economic Development. Although the Chamber has at its disposal data
on migrant entrepreneurs, since the membership to Chambers is mandatory for all businesses in Germany, the outreach and
communication with this target group can significantly be improved. The challenge is that a very low percentage of migrant
entrepreneurs approaches the Chamber for help and information. They pay their fee because of being mandatory but do not benefit of
the services offered. Nonetheless, according to the survey launched by the City of Munich, to which 68 firms responded (out of them,
22 have a migrant background), the Chambers are perceived as the most relevant institutional bodies to interact with. According to
Chamber’s representative though, the vocational education department within the Chamber is very well known but this is not the case
with the other 9 departments, including the one dedicated to support business plans development.
The Chamber of Commerce of Hamburg insisted on a change of paradigm in the communication and relationship between the chambers
and migrant entrepreneurs. It should no longer be migrants going to the chamber but the latter going to migrant businesses.
Representatives from Hamburg stressed the importance of collecting more qualitative data to better respond to needs and improve the
services offered. Chambers have data segmented for citizenship and country of origin, but more qualitative information need to be
captured. To improve the outreach, more investment is needed in human resources to go to talk directly to migrant entrepreneurs.
These do not usually know what the Chamber does. Events showcasing chamber’s services are usually held in chambers’ venues whereas
these could be organised in different districts of the city in cooperation with community leaders to achieve better impact.
Convincing migrant businesses to participate in such activities is a difficult task. The Department of Labour and Economic Development
shared its experience about the Phoenix Award where more than 140 enterprises were directly approached but only a few applied (39).
The added value of participation needs to be well communicated for migrant entrepreneurs to take time from their business and attend
the events. Another key element for a successful interaction is trust. A fundamental challenge is that trust needs to be build fast, since
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most of businesses with a migrant background tend to fail within 5 years from their establishment. Investing in human resources and
direct interaction in the field is therefore key.
Other recommendations included:
- More exploitation of social media when it comes to young migrant entrepreneurs
- Migrants tend to approach more easily NGOs that have a social approach when asking for help. Both the City and the Chamber
should invest more in strengthening the cooperation with these actors and build a coherent framework of support
- A more community-oriented approach should be adopted because migrant entrepreneurs’ involvement also changes
according to nationalities
(4) Socially responsible procurement
Partner city
Munich

Proposed action
Strengthening migrant businesses in public and private sector through Supplier Diversity. Supplier
diversity is a topic for further development that at first has been brought up in the context of the
project DELI – Diversity in the Economy and Local Integration2. Since then, discussions and awareness
raising initiatives with relevant authorities and stakeholders are taking place with increased emphasis.
The attention given to the issue has led a few migrant entrepreneurs to win public tenders, but efforts
have to be continued also in regard to corporate procurement.

Guiding questions for exchange: What good practices are available? How can municipalities be convinced to adopt supplier diversity
clauses?
Partner city
Paris
Adive

Proposed action
Identification of business opportunities for minority entrepreneurs - The objective of this action is to
identify at least one large corporation, analyse its needs in procurement and the kind of suppliers
they work with. The action aims at introducing minority entrepreneurs to large corporations so as to
start business relationship. Usually, large corporations are reluctant to work with migrant
entrepreneurs, also because of the low-quality image attached to them. The aim is to include migrant
entrepreneurs in their database.

Partner city
Paris
Adive

Proposed action
Developing supplier diversity initiatives all over France - Supplier diversity programmes are not
developed across the country. The aim of the action is to replicate Adive’s programme to other regions
in France to help minority entrepreneurs grow their businesses. In France, corporate procurement is
worth 120 billion Euros, highlighting the potential for minority businesses to be better included in this
area.

Guiding questions for exchange: How to use the same process in public procurement and better connect minority entrepreneurs with
cities’ procurement departments? The challenge is that cities tend to select the cheapest option as main criteria and to pay suppliers
relatively late which makes it very difficult for migrant businesses. How to face this challenge both in public and private procurement?
Adive’s corporate procurement model and proposed actions also served as inspiration for partner cities.
2

https://pjp-eu.coe.int/en/web/deli
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Reactions to the proposed actions and discussion – Plenary exchange with partners and experts
The City of Munich showcased its latest survey where a key pillar focused on the level of participation in city’s public procurement. The
data collected showed that only a few migrant businesses participate in public procurement bids. Most are not aware of the whole
process and do not know where to look for information. The survey emphasised that there is a general interest, but information is not
provided adequately. More support for understanding the calls for tender, building consortia and managing the online application
submission emerged as key needs. On the basis of the findings of the survey and as part of MEGA’s initiative at local level, the City of
Munich plans to organise a set of workshops bringing together competent authorities on public procurement in the city so as to initiate
a process to revise the current model possibly from 2020. The objective is to reflect on how to design more inclusive public procurement
programmes.
Garapen shared the Basque county experience on public procurement and emphasised the need for civil servants to be more prepared
and sensitised to migrant businesses. In the region, there are good practice municipalities in which different departments work together
to promote a more sensitive approach to migrant businesses. The introduction of social clauses is an important mechanism for more
inclusive procurement that could be fairer towards migrant businesses. Breaking tenders into different lots and assigning them to
different companies is also a way to be more inclusive towards smaller companies.
Other recommendations included:
- Measures should be taken to improve the image of migrant companies, which are usually associated with lower quality
services

@ Fotocredit: Aldo Xhani
c.

Action planning

Following the mutual learning phase and the feedback provided to the proposed actions in the plenary discussion, partner cities worked
individually to further define their action plans. MPG provided the template and the methodological input for action planning.
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Milan – Formaper
Action steps

Partners &
stakeholders to
involve

Factors critical for
success

Starting date

Ending date

1. Map services of all organisations involved, get
their profile categorised in a public event
1.1 Individual meetings and Organisation profile
sheet
1.2 Define the Catalogue of services

MEGA network
partners

N/A

January 2019

18 January
2019

2 Connect organisations through an online
LinkedIn group:
2.1 Set up the MEGA Italy Linkedin Group
2.2 Upload documents in relation to topics and
initiatives
3. Implement the MEGA network on the basis of
its inter-operability and reciprocity, delivering the
following services:
3.1 First-level Q&As, and direct access to
concerned stakeholders (i.e. contacts, and
expected info)
3.2 Organise thematic workshops
4 Institutionalise the migrant entrepreneurship
network by promoting the emerged practices at
national level

MEGA network
partners and
newcomers

N/A

February
2019

June 2020

MEGA network
partners and
newcomers

Animation, feeding
the network with
relevant news,
publications, and
exchange of
services

May 2019

December
2019

National
stakeholders’
representatives

January 2020

June 2020

5 Formalize the participation into a non-binding
Agreement among organisations

MEGA network
partners

Spot the national
level windows for
presentation of
MEGA
N/A

May 2020

June 2020

February
2019

June 2020

September
2019

June 2020

Objective #1: MEGA network development and
implementation

Objective #2: Enlarge and empower the base of
migrant organisations
1. Map services of migrant organisations involved Migrant organisations N/A
in the National Fair in Milan, get their profiles and
associations
filled in a public event
belonging to MEGA
Italy
2 Develop migrant associations services by: Sept – Dec 2019
Commitment of
2.1 Define a possible role and activities of the
ambassadors
“ambassadors”
2.2 Assist migrant communities/organisations to
develop their business services, with a focus on
would-be entrepreneurs, start ups
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3 Strengthen their role within the network of
migrant entrepreneurship (i.e. visibility,
leadership, attendance, referrals etc)

Jan - June 2020

Real opportunities
to demonstrate the
capacity building
process

January 2020

June 2020

Action steps

Partners &
stakeholders to
involve

Factors critical for
success

Starting date

Ending date

Task #1 Reviewing and adapting the
entrepreneurship support procedure to include
the migrant perspective.

GARAPEN, Entities
participating in the
MEGA Network

Collaboration
between agents

January 2019

March 2019

Task #1.1 Reviewing and adapting the
questionnaire used by the entrepreneurship
support services.
Task #1.2 Reviewing and adapting the support
procedure for entrepreneurs.

GARAPEN, Entities
participating in the
MEGA Network
GARAPEN, Entities
participating in the
MEGA Network
GARAPEN, Entities
participating in the
MEGA Network
GARAPEN, Entities
participating in the
MEGA Network
GARAPEN, Entities
participating in the
MEGA Network
GARAPEN, Entities
participating in the
MEGA Network; Public
Administrations; The
media

Transferability to
other entities

January 2019

March 2019

Transferability to
other entities

January 2019

March 2019

Governance model

January 2019

February
2019

Collaboration
between agents

January 2019

March 2020

Collaboration
between agents

March 2019

February
2020

Convening power;
political
commitment

January 2020

March 2020

GARAPEN, Entities
participating in the
MEGA Network
GARAPEN

Raising awareness;
Degree of trust
with the entities
Collaboration of
the development
agencies that are
part of GARAPEN

February
2020

March 2020

February
2019

August 2019

Basque county – Garapen

Task #1.3 Identifying and establishing a
relationship with entities that work with
migrants.
Task #2 Identifying best practices, success stories
that can be used as an inspiration/model for
other entities.
Task #2.1 Obtaining detailed information on
methodologies and tools used, services offered,
resources invested, etc.
Task #3 Organizing a seminar for presenting best
practices and for disseminating the MEGA
project and including the subject in the agenda
of institutions.
Task #3.1 Obtaining the commitment of a
relevant number of entities to include this
subject in their agenda.
Task #3.2 Commitment of Garapen to include
the details in the next activity report.
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Task #4 Giving media exposure to success
stories: Interviews with migrant entrepreneurs.

GARAPEN, Entities
participating in the
MEGA Network

Collaboration of
entrepreneurs and
the media

September
2019

March 2020

Task #1 Adapting and updating existing materials
in agencies and municipalities, etc.

GARAPEN, Entities
participating in the
MEGA Network

Applicability

April 2019

June 2020

Task #2 Designing a plan aimed at training the
technical staff in agencies on the specific needs
of foreign entrepreneurs (to be applied in the
entrepreneurship programme): Regulatory
aspects; Responsible Public Procurement
(Reserved contracts, etc.); Paperwork,
bureaucracy; Access to financing; Difficulty
accessing business networks, etc.

GARAPEN, Subject
matter experts,
Entities participating
in the MEGA Network

That fits the needs
of people

April 2019

May 2019

Task #3 Providing training.

GARAPEN, Subject
matter experts,
Entities participating
in the MEGA Network

Participation;
Putting the
acquired
knowledge into
practice

June 2019

June 2019

Task #4 Providing guidance/tutoring for the
commissioning of entrepreneurship support
services.

GARAPEN, Subject
matter experts,
Entities participating
in the MEGA Network

Commitment of
participating
entities; Resources

July 2019

February
2020

Paris – Adive
Action steps

Partners
stakeholders
involve

& Factors critical for Starting
to success
date

Ending date

Objective #1: Identification of large corporation
Building database of large corporations

Gouvernement,
Région Ile de France,
MEDEF, NGOs

Important to get an January
official
mandate 2019
from
the
government or the
Region

April 2019

Reach out buyers from large corporation

Gouvernement,
Région Ile de France,
MEDEF, NGOs

Communication

April 2019
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January
2019

Agreement with the large corporation on the Large corporation
localisation of the action

Working on a January
territory
where 2019
entrepreneurs can
be found

April 2019

Objective #2: Analysing database of suppliers
Gathering all information regarding current
suppliers of the large corporation

buyers

full access

April 2019

June 2019

Creating a database with all relevant
information regarding large corporation's
suppliers

buyers

Excel format

April 2019

June 2019

Asking access to the minister to their "geolocalisation" tool
Analysing the database
Objective #3: Identification of business
opportunities
Identification of the main sectors of activity for
business opportunity

government

License to ask

April 2019

government, buyers

exhaustivity

February
2019
May 2019

buyers

matching with
sectors of activity of
the entrepreneurs

June 2019

July 2019

Agreement on the fields chosen

buyers

matching with
sectors of activity of
the entrepreneurs

July 2019

September
2019

List of business opportunities

buyers

Small contracts to
begin

July 2019

September
2019

NGOs

Communication

September
2019
October
2019
November
2019

October 2019

June 2019

Objective #4: Match making between large
corporations and entrepreneurs
Emailing to database of entrepreneurs
Receiving and analysing profiles of
entrepreneurs
Selection and match making
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Strict selection
Buyers

Managing
expectations from
both side

November
2019
December
2019

Paris – GRDR
Action steps

Partners &
stakeholders to
involve

Factors critical for
success

Starting
date

Ending date

Involvement of the
partners &
stakeholders

January
2019

January 2019

Availability of the
panellists

February
2019

Mid-March
2019

Availability of
professionals and
institutions

February
2019

end of March
2019

GRDR

Diversity of profiles
of entrepreneurs

January
2019

March 2019

GRDR, EPEC, Cité des
métiers

Number of
participants,
institutions’
participation

29th March
2019

29th March
2019

Quality of the video

April 2019

April 2019

Recognition of
partners and
entrepreneurs’
actions

March 2019

September
2019

May 2019

September
2019

Objective #1: Sensibilise
Build a programme for a Regional Meeting
about Immigrant integration

Sensibilise the Stakeholders and build the panel

Send the programme to the networks
Produce a video about portraits of migrant
entrepreneurs

Ensemble Paris Emploi
Compétences, Cité
des métiers, Paris La
Villette
DAAEN (ministry of
integration), Paris
City, Ile de France
Region, Val de marne
département, Adecco
Group, Cooperativa
Orzo, Adive, URMIS
research laboratory
Ensemble Paris Emploi
Compétences, Cité
des métiers Paris La
Villette

Objective #2: Spread

Run the meeting

Produce a video resume of the meeting

Present and valued partners and entrepreneurs

IMOR Photo, GRDR
Missions locales, ADIE,
Singa, Fabrique
nomade, RéVEIL,
Melting coop, SMB,
IRIV, Vagabond Vibes,
LMCE, Les
amidonnées, Fériel
Toko,

Send the Video portrait to the networks

GRDR networks
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Objective #3: Involve
Involvement of
partners and
stakeholders

February
2019

June 2019

Involvement of
partners and
stakeholders

February
2019

November
2019

Involvement of
partners and
stakeholders

September
2019

December
2019

Encourage partners to produce video portraits

Involvement of
partners and
stakeholders

September
2019

December
2019

Encourage stakeholders to sensitize about
migrant entrepreneurship in their services

Involvement of
partners and
stakeholders

September
2019

December
2019

Organize regional workshops with stakeholders
about migrant entrepreneurs’ integration

Run the workshops with professionals and
migrant entrepreneurs

Develop a professional network on immigrant
entrepreneurs’ integration

DAAEN
Missions locales, ADIE,
Singa, Fabrique
nomade, Aurore,
Ecole Thot, Unir,
MeltingCoop, etc.
Missions locales, ADIE,
Singa, Fabrique
nomade, Aurore,
Ecole Thot, Unir,
MeltingCoop, etc.

Objective #4: Duplicate

Hamburg – UoG
Action steps

Partners
stakeholders
involve

& Factors critical for Starting
to success
date

Objective
#1:
Promoting
Hamburg
municipality’s leadership in entrepreneurship
support measures
Showcase MEGA’s benchmark outcomes within Hamburg Chamber of
the working group ‘Supporting the
Commerce, ASM, City
Migrant Economy’
of Hamburg (Economic
Department & Social
Department)
Draft a working group-led position paper
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Attendance of key March 2019
figures from city
departments
Support of the
working group

Hamburg Chamber of Support of the May 2019
Commerce, ASM, City working group
of Hamburg (Economic
Department & Social

Ending date

May 2019

July 2019

Department), NGOs
and other supportive
stakeholders
Adoption of recommandations

Organise bilateral meetings between
representatives of the City of Munich and the
Economic Department of the City of Hamburg to
showcase the Munich practice
Build a local coalition around the
recommendations – organisation of workshops

Build a local coalition around the
recommendations – organisation of the final
conference

Hamburg Chamber of
Commerce, ASM, City
of Hamburg (Economic
Department & Social
Department), NGOs
and other supportive
stakeholders
City of Munich
City of Hamburg
(Economic
Department)
Hamburg Chamber of
Commerce,
ASM,
trade unions, NGOs
and other supportive
stakeholders
Hamburg Chamber of
Commerce,
ASM,
trade unions, NGOs
and other supportive
stakeholders

Support of the July 2019
working group

July 2019

Political
September
commitment of the 2019
cities

December
2019

Support of the September
working group
2019
Networking
Communication

December
2019

Support of the September
working group
2019
Networking
Communication

December
2019

Objective #1: Developing a knowledge base for
assessing and tracking needs
Collect migrant entrepreneurs’ views on the All
stakeholders Quality collection of 2018
support expected from dedicated organisations working with migrant data and analysis
in the city
entrepreneurs

2018

Analyse counselling services provided in Counselling services
Hamburg

2018

2018

January
2019

June 2019

Quality monitoring

Produce easy-to-read and user-friendly
All
stakeholders Quality
communication materials targeting migrant working with migrant communication
entrepreneurs
entrepreneurs
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Munich – City of Munich
Action steps

Partners
stakeholders
involve

& Factors critical for Starting
to success
date

Objective #1: Strengthening the cooperation
between the city and the chambers and further
a proactive role of chambers.
Organise info-session to better present Munich’s Labour and
Chambers’ services to migrant entrepreneurs
Economic
Development
Department, Chamber
of Industry and
Commerce – IHK and
Chamber of Crafts –
HWK,
Migrant
Advisory
Council,
NGOs,
migrant
entrepreneurs,
Phoenix
Award
stakeholders
Objective #2: Strengthening migrant businesses
in the public and private sector through Supplier
Diversity.

Ending date

Outreach to migrant September
communities
2019
Quality
communication and
networking
Mobilisation of all
relevant local actors

December
2019

Take stock of the progress made since the DELI N/A
project

N/A

May 2019

June 2019

Organise workshop to analyse options to Munich’s Labour and
increase the level of public procurement in the Economic
city
Development
Department, Public
Procurement
Department,
Representatives of big
and small companies,
migrant businesses

Political
commitment,
participation of big
companies,
ooutreach to
migrant
communities,
quality
communication and
networking,
mobilisation of all
relevant local actors

September
2019

December
2019
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ANNEXES
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AGENDA
Phoenix Award, Mutual learning and Action planning
4-6 December 2018
4th December / Herzog-Wilhelm Straße 15, 80331 München
AM/PM

Arrival of participants

17.00

Meeting of MEGA delegations & Introduction to the Phoenix Award

18.00

Phoenix Award & networking buffet

5th December / Herzog-Wilhelm Straße 15, 80331 München
09.00 – 13.00

Mutual learning: City of Munich & 4 WG thematic areas (Session I)

09.00 – 09.15

Opening by Mr Kurt Kapp, Commissionaire Head of the Department of Labour and
Economic Development & Munich City Director

09.15 – 10.20

WG - City Leadership
Introduction of the goal/motivation/reasoning of the action to be implemented and
questions
Garapen (10’): 2 actions
UoG (10’): 2 actions
GRDR (5’): 1 action
Feedback from experts (40’)

10.20 – 10.50

WG Furthering a proactive role of Chambers of Commerce
Introduction of the goal/motivation/reasoning of the action to be implemented and
questions
Munich (5’): 1 action
Feedback from experts (25’)

10.50 – 11.10

Break

11.10 – 11.55

WG Outreach and empowerment of migrant communities

Introduction of the goal/motivation/reasoning of the action to be implemented and
questions
Formaper (10’): 2 actions
GRDR (5’): 1 action
Feedback from experts (30’)
11.55 – 12.40

WG Socially responsible procurement
Introduction of the goal/motivation/reasoning of the action to be implemented and
questions
Adive (10’): 2 actions
Munich (5’): 1 action
Feedback from experts (30’)

12.40 – 14.00

Lunch

14.00 – 18.00

Action planning (Session II)

14.00 – 14.10

Methodological input by MPG

14.10 – 15.00

Individual work: partner cities prepare their detailed action plan for their 2
initiatives through the provided template

15.00 – 15.55

WG City Leadership
Presentation of the action plan with focus on action-steps
Garapen (10’): 2 actions
UoG (10’): 2 actions
GRDR (5’): 1 action
Feedback from experts on methodology/success factors (30’)

15.55 – 16.15

WG Furthering a proactive role of Chambers of Commerce
Presentation of the action plan with focus on action-steps
Munich (5’): 1 action
Feedback from experts on methodology/success factors (15’)

16.15 – 16.30

Break

16.30 – 17.05

WG Outreach and empowerment of migrant communities
Presentation of the action plan with focus on action-steps
Formaper (10’): 2 actions
GRDR (5’): 1 action
Feedback from experts on methodology/success factors (20’)

17.05 – 17.40

WG Socially responsible procurement
Presentation of the action plan with focus on action-steps
Adive (10’): 2 actions
Munich (5’): 1 action
Feedback from experts on methodology/success factors (20’)

17.40 – 18.10

Finalisation of the working plans based on the feedback received

19.00 – 20.30

Dinner & meeting entrepreneurs, Award winners, ‘matchmakers’

6th December / Herzog-Wilhelm Straße 15, 80331 München
09.00 – 10.30

Coordination meeting (action planning at the local level)

10.30 – 10.45

Break

10.45 – 12.30

Coordination meeting (national level)

12.30 – 14.00

Lunch

14.00 – 15.30

Coordination meeting (project management)

15.30

Departure of participants

This activity is part of the project MEGA which has received funding from the European Union’s COSME Programme (2014-2020)

Munich event
Participants

Name
Alexander
Muamer
Andrea
Leila
Irati
Francesca
Antonio
Majid
Toufic M.
Beth
Antje
Anna
Bintou

Surname
Anifandakis
Babajic
Badalamenti
Bret
Cifuentes
de Paula
Dell’Atti
El Jarroudi
El Masri
Ginsburg
Kohlrusch
Mourlaque
Ndaw

Organisation
City of Munich
Masterwerk GmbH
Formaper
Brain Juice
Economistas sin Fronteras
Formaper
Formaper (invited)
Adive
TELM
Migration Policy Group
City of Munich
Meltingcoop
GRDR
Asociación de Profesionales Residentes en el País
Vasco
City of Munich
Asociación Vasca de Agencias de Desarrollo
GARAPEN

Country
Germany
Germany
Italy
France
Spain
Italy
Italy
France
Germany
UK
Germany
France
France

Alba Nury

Orozco Gomez

Kameran

Shwani

Elisabet

Urbieta

Maciej
Cornelia
Alexander
Aldo

Ustjanowski
von Kapff
Wolffhardt
Xhani

CEO USTR GmbH
Company Founding, IHK Munich
Migration Policy Group
Migration Policy Group

Germany
Germany
Belgium
Belgium

Betül

Zerdeli

Unternehmer ohne Grenzen e.V.

Germany

Spain
Germany
Spain
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